HUNTSMAN SECURITY ANNOUNCED AS NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AWARDS FINALIST FOR SECURITY ANALYTICS

LONDON, UK – March, 2017 – Huntsman Security, cyber security specialist supplier to some of the world’s most demanding mission critical environments, was today acknowledged in the UK National Technology Awards as a shortlisted finalist in the “Security Product of the Year” category for its Security Analytics solution.

Piers Wilson, Head of Product Management said: “It is great to be shortlisted – the emergence of security analytics within the cyber security technology sector goes beyond traditional approaches to security and compliance monitoring; and the capabilities of Huntsman® in real-time threat detection, automated verification and cyber response solve the problems businesses are facing in detecting threats quickly and dealing with the volume of alerts that can swamp security operations teams.”

Peter Woollacott, Huntsman Security’s CEO, added: “This is a real endorsement of the evolving need to industrialise security analyst processes and of our position at the forefront of this market.”

The National Technology Awards, hosted by FStech Magazine, are the showcase for the leaders of technology. The National Technology Awards were created to allow the technology sector to shine, celebrating the pioneers of new technology and to help drive standards and encourage excellence.

The winners will be determined by an independent judging panel and announced at the National Technology Awards Gala and Dinner on 17 May 2017 at the Millennium Hotel London Mayfair.

Information on Huntsman® Solutions can be found at: www.huntsmansecurity.com

About the Awards:

The National Technology Awards represent the pinnacle of best practice, a fantastic gala dinner, entertainment and the chance to network with the industry’s finest. Bringing our experience together we have created the arena for all technologies, where the very best can be judged.

Find out more: nationaltechnologyawards.co.uk or: @NTechAwards #NationalTechnologyAwards

About Huntsman Security:

Huntsman Security – founded in Sydney, Australia – is a cyber security specialist focused on real-time security threat detection, verification and resolution.

Huntsman®’s Security Analytics and Automation solutions are deployed in complex, diverse, mission-critical security environments, national intelligence, border protection, banking and infrastructure globally. Huntsman® offers military-grade protection that proactively detects indicators of compromise.
and allows companies to quickly resolve issues. Huntsman® has offices in the US, Australia, UK and Japan.
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